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Could you or someone you know be married to a sociopath? The author of this book was, but it took her two
decades to figure it out. She wrote this reserve to make sure the same thing doesn’t happen to other people.
This insightful, cautionary tale is a must read for women and men as well. That “spark” she felt wasn’t true
love, it was a trap—custom made to ensnare her. Onna’s repayment for investing twenty years into her
relationship and unwittingly offering her spouse with a façade of normalcy was ongoing gaslighting and
chronic emotional assault, all twisted and framed therefore she'd attribute them to her own apparent
shortcomings. To greatly help others understand the subtle indicators that they could be in the crosshairs of a
well-camouflaged sociopath, Onna shares her tale while detailing the methods her ex-partner used to control
her behavior and erode her self-esteem. Sociopaths are more common than most people imagine. Because
that’s what sociopaths perform. Why did her husband do it? By the time she understood that which was
actually happening, her psychological, physical and financial health were in peril. She also explores the
mental research regarding why such strategies are so effective, why it really is hard to understand what's
happening while you are in the problem, why the cumulative impact is indeed ruinous, and, moreover, why
you need to escape if you suspect you are in a similar situation. Onna thought the classmate she married was
her Prince Captivating—kind, honest, loving, and intellectually radiant—but she was wrong.
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This story read so much like my very own marriage I felt almost as if We was reading my own encounter
with the sociopath I was married to for 8 years. The fact that she held her dignity throughout is normally
impressive. But this author is correct in saying that sociopaths are experienced manipulators.. Although I did
have criminal, kidnapping charges leveled at me for taking my two kids to a yearly stop by at my parent's
home. He can't maintain associations but he views himself because the perfect man. THANK YOU for .
How could an educated, rather sharp person possibly have not suspected this. Discuss a gaslighting expert. It
will require me a long time to heal from the emotional harm he inflicted upon me, and I still left him 8 years
back. Probably you have, and you are smarter than other people on earth. This book helped me to response
queries that my ex usually still left me with. I thought no-one but my ex and current spouse would go to such
lengths to lie and hide their actions. It is expensive and mentally exhausting to combat. Do it, though it
hurts, though it makes you issue yourself and think you're over-reacting. You are not. Excellent and how it
really happens Mine was exactly like this but condensed into a few years. .! He really believes he's under no
circumstances done anything wrong in virtually any of his relationships... We could've written this reserve!?.
The similarities to my trip are MIND-BLOWING! It can help to understand I'm not alone. astounding The
author went through the nightmare she describes and lived to write a smart, insightful, and chilling account
of it.! My Ex-hubby offers conned everyone with false tears and a tales of child alienation: judges,
therapists, guardian ad litem, Mormon bishops and fellow church members, teachers, the police. How many
of you are extremely educated but still believe in the redeeming qualities of people? There is no texting on
mobile phones - they came into existence later in her marriage.. Information from sources like Google, MSN
and Yahoo had been way down the line. no one believed he could be that vindictive. I would've chosen
bruises and damaged bones to the endless emotional abuse, weekly threats and punitive litigation. You are a
much stronger woman than I am.I hope every judge and family therapist reads this publication. They have
children together and will have grandchildren. Why would we expect something even more out of a
relationship?N. to the West where my children lives, but now I fear my life is truly in danger. I predict my
Ex's life will result in a murder-suicide. I just hope I'm incorrect. He WON'T LET GO! Educational and
Heartfelt I find this reserve immensely helpful for individuals who need education about relationships, and
We am highly disappointed with the criticism of the author!I would ask you: How many of you have been in
a relationship with a sociopath and you also didn't know what is certainly going on?.One of the saddest facts
of this whole story is, the author will never be separated from the sociopath she divorced.) Have you ever
been emotionally associated with somebody? The hardest component is trying to forgive myself, for
permitting him to take care of me the way he did rather than walk away. I have personal knowledge of
somebody who suffered a heart attack while going through this. Number 1 is, assets are limited. If
regulations requires you to stay in a certain state, taking children out of that state is against the law. In the
event that you read this book and see even a few of the indications that make you think you're associated
with a sociopath, run away now!There are specific facts here. Number two, actually if your ex is certainly a
sociopath, you will often hope that he loves and cares for the child he had with you.You can find all kinds of
people in all kinds of situations. In the family members I grew up in, we were lucky to see our father, who
supposedly lived around. To us that was normal.I've petitioned the courtroom to allow me to finally move
from N. It really is hard to judge somebody until you have walked in their shoes. At this stage, my level is in
the bathroom . from disuse for years, and I climbed from the toilet only to fall in the sewer!if you actually
think your husband may qualify. Think of that. Until recently, there were no computer websites or visible
groups formed to help protect households against the hurtful, hateful activities of sociopathy.H. was wedded,
talk television was relatively new. We'd yet to go the amazing journey with Oprah.. My children and I were
remaining without one to turn to; When O. (BTW, because you graduated from an ivy little league
university doesn't mean you have studied all about personality disorders and your level qualifies you to
differentiate between all the mental illnesses out there. Typical wisdom does not address the victims of



sociopaths. Her children are affected from the romantic relationship they have with their dad. It will be
impossible for the children, even as adults, not to discuss issues with their dad. The grandchildren will
request questions about the relationship. There will be family gatherings where she will discover her ex. He
still left me with a lot of self-doubt. And he'll.I applaud this writer for offering the mistakes she made. We
all make mistakes plus they are incredible learning tools.WHY AREN'T THERAPISTS,
PSYCHOLOGISTS, JUDGES and family court professionals aware of these individuals! Two decades of
her lifestyle were dropped, but she didn't drop her sanity. That's an incredible accomplishment. I known
everything she wrote about as being part of my life experience in a variety of situations with several people.
I am grateful that she was strong enough and brave more than enough to write this book, so many others can
benefit from it and save themselves from destruction. The even more books I read like this one, the less
difficult it is for me to forgive myself and hope that other women can get out of these toxic relationships
earlier than I did.. MANY THANKS for telling your story.. He manipulated me back into a "friendship" and
after a month or two, proceeded to act just as crappy as he did when we were married.We felt on her behalf
the whole method. The end is almost where mine started bc I wanted out so fast, he previously to kick the
really destructive sociopath strategies into high gear within the first yr. That is so real. Mind boggling the
conscienceless destruction to an innocent and clueless person. Among the best books I've ever read This
book is so well crafted, and easily one of the best books I've ever read. The author's ex-husband is even
more frightening than any horror tale. And that is because he's covert. Wow I possibly could not put this
reserve down. It is incredibly scary to learn that sociopaths are more common than I realized. What’s
actually scarier is that nearly every word reminded me of my sister’s ex-spouse. He ate her alive, and still
does. Be cautious, know the signals, and read this publication!!! Vital read if. A genuine eye-opener and a
must-read.. I actually could've written this book!. Bless her center. This author is definitely in her fifties.
After 53 years, I divorced this man. I've never felt so controlled in my existence as I did with him.. The
advice and information in this book will provide you with hope. Wow, along with a great many other
reviewers, this is the story of my life. He ruined the mental wellness of his 1st wife, he did quite the number
on me (and I'm still healing) and he screwed with his longterm girlfriend that emerged after me. It's amazing
what the courts, attorneys, kids, and family members will believe. This publication is a huge eye opener for
anyone wondering why they can't fix their relationship. Even today, I regret not listening to him. Please
compose an update on your author page. I really want to know how stuff have proved. At least our cries for
help would've been thought.In recent years, we have had a media explosion with an increase of information
and more education. Many thanks so much for putting this in to words. A book everyone should go through!
What I am sure of with my ex-boyfriend of 8 years was he was definitely a narcissist and probably a
sociopath too. I was 20 years outdated when I met him and he experienced like my soulmate on so many
levels. When the red flags came up I simply assume with him becoming 22 almost 23 yrs . old at the time
that we were just youthful. It's over right now and yes it do lots on me nevertheless my life is finding out
about today and I still possess great things to look forward to. The biggest red flag I ever had, was when we
visited counseling when we had been dating, and the counselor (a man) explained privately to leave from
him because he wouldn't change. You will have many possibilities for him to exploit, manipulate and harm
her. I came across myself nodding and agreeing so much with the article writer. I can convert to any chapter
-- any page, and I'll find stories similar to those experienced by my three kids and me. A community with
open up arms to greatly help me and others like me discover ourselves again. I'm grateful that I still have got
my entire life and that everyday I'm regaining my smile back. Thank you for sharing this story. A searing
personal story. I chose a rating 5 because of the way the writer informed her tale. It's a brave reserve. When
I got divorced, I relocated to a foreign country for a couple of years in order to break ties with my ex. I'll
read this book again. Among the best One of the best books on sociopathy because it provides life history
detailed experience of a victim deeply impacted by the terror of loving and making a lifestyle with a



sociopath
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